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ABSTRACT
We present UMLtoCSP, a tool for the formal verification
of UML/OCL models. Given a UML class diagram anno-
tated with OCL constraints, UMLtoCSP is able to auto-
matically check several correctness properties, such as the
strong and weak satisfiability of the model or the lack of
redundant constraints. The tool uses Constraint Logic Pro-
gramming as the underlying formalism and the constraint
solver ECLiPSe as the verification engine.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Tech-
niques; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program
Verification; I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence]: Problem Sol-
ving, Control Methods and Search

General Terms
Verification

Keywords
UML, OCL, MDD, Model Verification, Constraint Program-
ming

1. INTRODUCTION
The growing adoption of Model-Driven Development (MDD)

methods, where models are the primary artifact of the de-
velopment process, is shifting the focus of existing sofware
engineering methods from code to models. In this context,
the correctness of such models plays an important role in
the quality of the final software system.

Unfortunately, there are currently few tools that support
the verification of software models and, more precisely, the
analysis of UML class diagrams annotated with OCL cons-
traints (possibly the diagram most frequently used in auto-
mated code generation). The main reason is that the formal
verification of a model is an undecidable problem. Therefore,
current tools are either not fully automated or they work on
a restricted subset of the UML and OCL languages.

Our UMLtoCSP tool [7] uses a different approach (bounded
verification) to achieve an automatic and decidable verifica-
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tion. First, the initial model is translated into a Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP). More precisely, for each ele-
ment of the class diagram we define a set of variables, do-
mains and constraints that define a CSP. The correctness
properties to be verified are translated as additional cons-
traints of the CSP. Then, the tool relies on the constraint
solver ECLiPSe [1] to determine whether the CSP has a so-
lution or not.

A solution is an assignment of values from the domain to
the set of variables in such that way that all constraints are
satisfied. Each each solution defines a valid instance of the
model. The existence of at least one solution proves that
the model satisfies the correctness property.

This approach presents several benefits with respect to
other related tools. First of all, it is fully automated, unlike
theorem proving methods that may require user assistance
(e.g. HOL-OCL [2]). The approach does not impose any un-
derlying restriction on the expressiveness of the UML/OCL
models. In this sense, it supports OCL constraints, un-
like previous methods based on Constraint Programming [3].
Furthermore, it does not require the user to annotate, mod-
ify or enrich the original UML/OCL model in any way (un-
like the validation tool USE [5], where the designer must
write the ASSL code that creates valid snapshots). Finally,
besides determining the correctness of the model, the tool
is able to explain this result by means of computing and
showing to the designer a valid instance that certifies it.

2. FUNCTIONALITY
The tool can verify several typical correctness properties

on UML/OCL models:

Strong satisfiability: the model should have a finite in-
stance where the population of each class and associa-
tion is not empty.

Weak satisfiability: the model should have a finite in-
stance where at least one class has a non-empty po-
pulation.

Liveliness of a class X: The model should have a finite
instance where the population of X is not empty.

Lack of constraint subsumption: Given two constraints
c1 and c2, there should be a finite instance where c1

is satisfied and c2 is not satisfied. Otherwise, c1 sub-
sumes c2 and therefore c2 could be removed.



Figure 1: Graphical User Interface of UMLtoCSP.

Lack of constraint redundancy: Given two constraints
c1 and c2, there should be a finite instance of the model
that satisfies c1 or c2, but not both.

3. TOOL USAGE
UMLtoCSP works as a stand-alone application, either from

the command line or from a graphical user interface (see
Fig. 1). In both cases, the execution flow is depicted in
Fig. 2: the user provides as an input an XMI file with the
UML class diagram, a text file with the OCL constraints and
the list of properties to be verified. Optionally, before star-
ting the analysis, the user can tune the limits of the search
space if he/she does not want to use the default values.

Once all these inputs have been provided, the translation
of the model into a CSP and the CSP-based verification of
the property are fully automatic and transparent to the user.
The tool reports whether the property holds or not and, if
it does, it depicts an instance of the model certifying it.

Internally, UMLtoCSP uses several existing libraries and
tools: MDR is used to parse the XMI files, Dresden OCL
toolkit [4] to process the OCL constraints, the constraint
solver ECLiPSe to find the solutions of the CSP and the graph
visualization package Graphviz [6] to display instances of the
model. The tool itself is implemented in two components:
a Java library (providing glue code, the GUI and the trans-
lation into CSP) and an ECLiPSe library written in Prolog
(providing utility code for UML and OCL such as a Prolog
implementation of the OCL Standard Library).

4. CONCLUSIONS
UMLtoCSP can verify quality properties of UML class

diagrams with OCL constraints. The method is fully auto-
matic and provides useful feedback to designers with a low
overhead. As future work, we plan to extend the degree
of OCL support (e.g. operations on strings), add support
for other correctness properties (e.g. applicability of ope-
rations) and integrate UMLtoCSP as a plug-in inside other
CASE tools.
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Figure 2: Architecture of UMLtoCSP.
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